
Installation
hang on a nail 
in the wall, 
like hanging 
a picture 

Showtime
Check out a few 
assembling video’s to 
see some work in 
progress over here:

www.assembli.nl

Repair tip
save the paper leftovers to cover 
up any accidents such as glue 
stains, dents or gaps.  

damaged surface
glue on top of 
damaged surface

cut out similar 
triangles

add a small strip of 
glue on a tab and let 
it dry for a few 
seconds. Place the 
tab on the 
corresponding paper 
part, push and hold 
it for a moment. Glue 
tabs one by one.  

Use your ruler 
on the edge of 
your table when 
folding down. 

Cut out all the 
continuous outlines 
to create all the 
parts for assem-
bling. Use 
your scissors or 
even better, this 
kind of knife:
 
 

All numbers indicate 
the place for corresponding 
tabs. They are not numbered 
chronologically so don’t mind 
the ranking. 
While your glueing and hold-
ing the tabs, it’s advised to 
use the table as much as 
possible. 

This is an important 
step to make perfect 
folds with heavy paper.

Trace all the folding-
lines with an empty 
ballpoint pen, the back 
of a butterknife, a 
folding bone, paperclip 
or another scoring tool. 

Place the lath along the 
folding line and draw 
your tool along the 
edge. Push firm and 
practice with paper 
leftovers for best 
result. 

To flatten down the 
posters, you could 
unroll the posters 
facedown on a clean 
table and place 
books on top. 

(saves time & more acurate)

Time management
Since it takes a 
couple of hours, 
split the mission 
into pieces. 

It’s extra fun and 
fast to ask a friend 
or relative and build 
together.

Start making the testshape on one of 
the pages to practice the technique. 
There are a few excellent and more 
challenging tests available for free on 
the website. It’s recommended to build 
one of these too before you start 
building this real deal. If you manage 
to make one of these nicely, you’re
100% ready to go!

Once you are warmed up: cut, score and 
fold everything. Start with the black 
nose Pt.1 or if you don't want a black 
nose with the colored nose Pt.1A
Assemble Pt.1 and connect coloured
nose Pt.2 and mouth Pt.3.Continue with 
Mouth Pt.4. 

Up next, assemble eyes (Pt.5&6). Next 
step is glueing Pt.5 onto Pt.8 and glue 
eye Pt.6 onto Pt.7.Connect the combined 
Pt.5/8 to the head you already made. 
Continue with Pt.9 and afterwards the 
combined Pt.6/7.

Follow up with face parts Pt.10 and 
Pt.11. Continue with assembling the ears 
Pt.12&13 individually and mount to the 
head. Add part 14/15 and 16. 

last round is adding part 17+18 to 
finish the neck. Connect Pt.19 to Pt.20 
and fold/glue all the support tabs  
before glueing the wall base into your 
sculpture.  

Finish up with the black ear and eye 
details and your polar bear is ready!  

Do this piece by piece and tab by tab 
because you need as much accessibility 
as possible to work with. 

Enjoy this 3D puzzle project! 

identification numbers
These numbers show you 
the guiding numbers as 
mentioned in the “get 
started’ text. (1), 
(2), (3) and so on...

Pt.5
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there are no 
tabs on these 
eye details

1 - 4

French and German

instructions?

download from our website:

www.assemblishop.comThe black parts are

an option!!

If you don't want a 

black nose use Pt.1A


